What every freshman
should know

Problems of a more emotional na_just in case you slept through the
morning lecture series or are ob- ture can be worked out through offilivious to signs, we would like to give cers of each college. These offices offer services ranging from answers to
you some valuable information.
The primary purpose for your pres- simple academic questions, through
ence here is academic. Therefore, the such services as aptitude tests, to
most important persons in your life forms of therapy for more extreme
next to your faculty should be those adjustment problems. Students who
who service your academic careers. seek more intense or private aid in
First on the lists are, of course, the these matters can employ the serdeans of the various colleges. In A&S, vices of the College Mental Health
Rev. John R. Willis is dean, Dr. Al- Service, located in the Prudential
bert Kelley in CBA, Dr. Margaret Center. All matters discussed in the
Foley in Nursing, and Dr. Donald local guidance offices and at the Center are strictly confidential.
Donley in Education.
and
The guidance officers in each
problems
most
academic
For
guidance, the associate and assis- school are; Mr. Weston Jenks, in
tant deans have been designated as A&S, in Gasson Hall, Rev. George
your helpers. In A&S, Mr. Henry J. Lawlor, in CBA, in Fulton 205, Miss
McMahon resides in Gasson, Mr. Phyllis Green, in Nursing, in CushChristopher Flynn in CBA can be ing 310, and Miss Dickson in Edufound in Fulton 314, Sr. Margaret cation, in Campion 312..
Spiritual welfare is also a prime
Mary in Nursing is in Cushing 206,
concern
of the university. As a reand Dr. Noel Reyburn in Education
college has a chaplain. In
sult,
each
104.
Campion
is in
A&S Rev. Richard Shea operates
9
from McElroy 119, Rev. John Gallagher in CBA in Fulton 213, Rev.
James Geary in Nursing in Cushing
326, and Rev. David Cummiskey in
a
stuThe Commuter's Council is
organization established to Education in Campion 202.
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dent
broaden and enrich the experience
of day students at Boston College.
Since its foundation in the Fall of
1965, the Council has worked toward achieving this goal by performing several functions.
First, the Council acts as the official voice for commuting students
in all University affairs. Whether
working with other student groups,
student gvoernment, faculty or administrative personnel, the Council
stands as the unified spokesman of
the approximately 5,000 day students at Boston College.
_&ecandly, the Council, through
student subcommittees, works to
study and solve the problems Which
affect the day student. Committed
work of this nature in the past has
made preliminary investigations
into the possibility of establishing a
University Book Exchange, and was
responsible for establishing a Riders Service. The work of another
subcommittee culminated in the establishment of a much needed Day
Student Lounge, located in Lyons
Hall.
Thirdly, the Council sponsors a
series of social events as a service
to its membership and the Univer
sity as a whole. Through these
events, students have an opportunity to meet one another in an informal social atmosphere.
Membership in the Council is
open to all Boston College students,
living at home or in private off-)
campus housing. A nominal membership fee is charged to cover operating expenses. The officers hope
that a large number of day students will show an active interest
in the Council. This interest can be
shown by supporting Council-sponsored social events, attending Council membership meetings, working
on student subcommittees, or suggesting new projects or programs
for the Council. The Council hoper,
that when day students experience
problems relating to their Boston
College life that they will bring
them up with the Council. The
Council can only be effective if it
receives wide and active support.

Information

SIGN UP
FOR
HEIGHTS
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'72chosen from wider backgrounds;
some by community Roxbury leaders
By JOHN

It is customary for the Orientation issue of the Heights to carry
a story about the incoming freshmen, giving all their vital statistics. Unfortunately, such stories always become more statistical than
vital. Fortunately, the one word todescribe the incoming class is
"vital."
Quantitatively, the Admissions Office has done its work well. The
Class is generally Ibrighter, has
higher board scores and class
ranks, and participated in more activities than its predecessor.
In many ways, however, the Class
of 1972 is the story of a more important success for the Admissions
Office. Last year, the Office attempted to institute more qualitative and
personal measurements by which to
judge who should be admitted. This
year, the parameters of judgement
have been widened even more. The
background fo this class is considerably more varied than in past
years. Larger numbers of freshmen
come from lower income brackets,
yet, larger nurrtbers of students

booth

.
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Editor-in-chief
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The Orientation Committee has placed a tent in the quadrangle surrounded by Gasson, Lyons, Fulton and Devlin Halls at which information
will be distributed. Any Freshman who is lost, confused or feeling lone
ly can find consolation and information here anytime during Orientation
'.'.',..','
Week.

come from homes with college-educated high-incomed parents.
Tnis success story is concerned
with the individual personalities of
the freshmen as well. More freshmen were personally interviewed
than ever. The staff of the Admissions Office recruited large
numbers of the students through
personal contact.

Besides interviews, the widened
on extra-curricular involvement and non-academic talents demonstrates the University's
concern for a more varied student
emphasis

body.

Dr. James P. Mclntyre, VicePresident for Student Affairs and
Chairman of the Admissions Policy
Committee, commented on this concern: "The University is of course
interested in the individual's particular talents but we are also concerned with how our importing this
particular individual into the community will affect him and the people around him."
One aspect of the Admissions
Program which Dr. Mclntyre cited
as a demonstration of the University's commitment to creating a
free and creative community was
the establishment of the Black Talent Search.
The Talent Search was created in
February of this year to seek out
members of the black community
who were capable of completing
four years at Boston College but

who had not had the opportunity
of applying or being considered.
This program has achieved a number of important firsts.
If forced the special committee
formed for seeking out and identifying these students to employ crite->
ria which were not culturally biased
Dr. Mclntyre mentioned the college boards as an obvious criteria
based on cultural skills. For the
first time, the University attempted to go beyond its own cultural
tradition to identify desirable members for the student body.
Not as immediately important but
perhaps more significant, the Univmembers of the home community
ersity emplyoed the services of
of these students. Two members of
the committee were community
leaders in Roxbury, the black
ghetto from which these students
were recruited.

Inside this issue

When asked what kind of tensions
could possibly develop from the
conference of so many different and
aware people, Dr. Mclntyre said
he felt that a tension would probably result, but a "creative and
stimulating tension." He felt that
this is what a university is for
the confrontation of different ideas
and cultures.
So, while the Class of 1972 is the
largest class to be admitted to Boston College, and by most quantitative standards the most intelligent
and aware, it is also the first class
to have been chosen in part through
the use of extremely qualitative
judgements and with a deep concern for what kind of community
will result from their living together. Perhaps most significantly, it
is the first class for which members
have been chosen by leaders of
their own home communities.

...
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Editorials:

Conspicuously
Travelling around Boston at this time

of year, the first phenomenon which imposes itself on your consciousness is the
hordes of incoming freshmen. There is
something remarkably conspicuous about
first-day college students. You might call
it their incredible ability to cause a turmoil wherever they intrude, or their naivete in this highly sophisticated and soph-i
istic collegiate world, or you might call it

"innocence."

The innocence of a freshman is not the
unknowledgeable ignorance of the untutored or the charming untarnished quality
of the very young
it is the innocence of
the uncommitted, the unhurt. Those who
are not so innocent anymore, some of your
peers in the student body, some faculty
some administrators will immediately
label you according to types and modes of
behavior your backgrounds are supposed
to dictate for you. Yet, each time they do
this, they will furtively hope that you will
be the one whose loss of innocence will not
make their judgements and predictions
true.
To be innocent and a freshman at col
lege is to be able to enter new environments and new relationships openly
through her graduation, that statement
relationships on many levels and to possess
only that veneer of confidence which adolescence produces. It is to lose that superfluous role-playing for the sincere search
for a self that is real and liveable.
?

frosh

There is a great danger in the lite of an
innocent. Once at college, a freshman is
tempted to lose his innocence too quickly,
artificially.He can accept the molds which
are constantly imposed on him. The faculty wishes to make him a professional
scholar, the administration wishes to make
him a well-adjusted, all-American college
Joe, the upper-classmen wish to make him
the prototype of their own self-images,
and his peers wish to make him submissive to whatever behavior they come up
with as "in."
Maintaining one's innocence, or one's
right to be uncertain about what one is
exactly, is a priceless and once-experienced right. Don't give it up for any of the
temporary finesse offered by anybody.
The present Freshman class is supposedly the most socially aware, the most diverse, the most intelligent. If it could remain the most innocent, the most open,
and the most capable of individual and
social creativity, it would justify the accolades and rhetoric accompanying its arrival. For many reasons, reasons which
are inherent in your own diverse backgrounds, you will find your innocence the
most difficult to maintain. What this attempt will reduce to ultimately will be
your ability to learn from every facet of
your experience, to respond to every stimulus which hits you, to wait out in creative
patience, the long process of self-realization.
John Golensk

MAN BITES DOG! THAT'S NEWS! Lots of interesting things happen at
Boston College, at their campuses, around the world. The Heights Is in
(he business of reporting the news, and occasionally of making the news.
If you are interested in being a newsmaker, come down to McElroy 102
some time and sign up. The office will be open for sign-ups during the
first week of class.

Letter of thanks
The University Orientation Committee wishes to express its sincere
appreciation to all members of the administrative faculty and staff for

thir cooperation in facilitating the arrangements for Freshman Orientation
Week.
Such an extensive and important program wouldbe impossible without
your generous assistance.
Sincerely,

?

Rev. George F. Lawlor, S. J.

There she stands

"You're going to Boston College? But I
thought that was an all boy's school."
From the time of her acceptance to BC
through her graduation, that statemei
haunts the BC coed and there is little consolation that although Webster's sixth
lists BC as "Private; male" the seventh
corrects the long standing error.
After defending her choice to Aunt
Louise, Uncle Pete, and her high school
friends, (obviously attending Radcliffe
and Smith) it isn't very long after her
personally awaited and defended arrival
that the BC coed becomes disillusioned.
Regardless of Webster's attempt, brochure statistics proving that Boston College has been coed for over a decade, and
the obvious proof of other girls around
her, the BC coed discovers one irrevocable
truth: Boston College is an all boy's
school.
The coed is labeled "a BC girl" from
the moment she steps foot on campus, with
with little hope of ever discoveringexactly
what the prototype is like. Sometimes she
will feel that a "BC girl" is a compliment
but more often she will feel that she has
stumbled into a world of men where she
does not belong.
Perhaps the reason for this is that the
"BC male" is not one particular species of
animal. He is many, although a certain
type does prevail. (One noisemaker stands
out in any crowd) It is not merely the social attitude that plagues the coed, it is also
the academic attitude. Nursing students
are limited by their heavy load of science
courses and overburdened in-hospitaltraining from taking liberal arts courses
intended solely for personal development

University Orientation Committee

and learning. Education girls are limited
in the same manner although not as excessively by their numerous and often tedious
education courses, as well as much departmental non-communication. The departments at Boston College (except nursing
and education) are not BC or University
departments but Arts & Science departments. Enter the "private; male" fiend.
Education girls in the science fields find
it particularly difficult to fulfill departmental prerequisites and requirements
around education requirements. (Education boys can pose as A&S students and
deceive departments into signing them up
for upper level courses prerequisiteless.)
The science major coed, already defending
being a woman in science, may continue
the fight for a couple fo years, but the rea choice besuit is usually the same,
major,
graduating
or
her
changing
tween
accepted
by a
credits
to
be
with too few
teaching
obtain
a
graduate school or even
position in an accredited high school.
Last but not least, the woes of the women's dorms. At least a mile away, "offcampus" living something between norma)
dormatory facilities and commuting. Far
better than existing conditions before
South Street was christened, but a far
cry from ideal. Hell becomes a forgotten
greater evil after four years of pur?

gatory.

There she stands, beset, bewildered
bruised and beaten. But not defeated
There are avenues of escape and improve
ment. The Women's Recreation Associa
tion Association maintains an active in
terest in the BC woman, providing athletic activities and sponsoring social events
Ann Morrison
?

Financial Aids
Student financial aid at Boston College is a dynamic activity. It somehow manages to have a direct effect upon a major portion of the students sometime during their undergraduate years. Many of you as entering freshmen have already received assistance through the Office
of Financial Aid. Others have not.
This article is directed to both
groups.
The primary purpose of financial
aid at Boston College is to provide
financial assistance to students who,
without such aid, would be unable to
attend the University.
Financial assistance usually consists
of scholarships, loans, and student
employment, which may be offered
to students singly or in various combinations.
Students who have received aid
but still have questions concerning
the nature of their awards should
make an appointment with one of the
financial aid officers for clarification
purposes. The office of Financial Aid
is located in Gasson Hall, Room 217.
Mr. John E. Madigan is the Direc
tor of Financial Aid, an he is assisted by Mr. Arthur Doyle, Mr. Joseph
McCarthy, and Miss Helen Reynolds.
Very frequently students who ha<
no need for financial assistance at
the time applications were due find
themselves faced with a financial
problem later during the year. Similarly a student not needing aid as a
freshman may be in great need of
assistance by the time he or she has
reached his or her sophomore or jun-

ior year. When such an instance occurs, the student should make an appointment to discuss his situation
with a member of the financial aid
staff. Financial aid officers serve
in a counselling role and are experienced in providing direction to students faced with serious financial difficulties. Family or personal information contained in applications or discussed during interviews is always
held in the strictest of confidence.
Students are encouraged not to feel
apprehensive in approaching a member of the financial aid staff, as students are seldom unique in their situations.
Entering freshmen who have been
awarded National Defense Student
Loans should negotiate their loans in
the Treasurer's Office in accordance
with the instructions attached to
their award letters. Students who
fail to comply with these instructions
may lose their awards.
Students interested in participating
in the College Work-Study Program
must have a personal interview with
oneof the financial aid officers.
It is well to remember that, with
the exception of certain types of Boston CollegeScholarships and Grants
in Aid where the recipient has been
informed that his assistance would
be renewed according to the condi-.
tions stated in thegrant, aid is granted for one academic year only. This
especially applies to National Defense
Loans. Aid for subsequent years can
be granted only if new applicationsi
and Parents' Confidential Statements
are filed each year by April 1.
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Boston:

a

metropolitan small town

Living in Boston is more than a mosphere, the first place to see
metropolitan exerience. Being a stu- and experience is the Prudential
dent in Boston for four years is to Center. The dominant site of the
be a member of the liveliest group "New Boston" affords a look at
in the city. To call Boston the all the city, both old and new, and
"Athens of America" may be a mis- is as equally beautiful at night as
representation. However, it is the (luring the day.
university city of America, and
Don't believe anyone when they
the world. Nowhere are there more say the Common is for "feeding the
institutions of higher learning, no- cattle." You won't see any. at least
where will you find a city so stu- not roaming around, but you will
see a lot of "Hippies" and. if you
dent-centered.
As a result, the first thing to re- hang around till curfew you may
member about Boston when enter- even see a little bit of Chicago.
Next to the Common and away
ing on your collegiate years is to
avoid the student-oriented part of from the turmoil of the Generation
the city. Buried beneath the mound Gap is the Public Gardens. This
of student-aimed high-pitch pseudo- green and flowery oasis in the middle of the city houses birds squir-

culture, is a grand, traditional, exciting, cosmopolitan city. To avoid
the student culture is not to avoid

the universities where your colexperience should begin.
Boston College is situated in an
idyllic pastoral setting, Harvard
possesses the charm of colonial
America salted with the color of
the hip generation, with incredibly
diverse shops and eating places.
MIT is the architecturally integrated campus which demonstrates the
strong community sense within its
legiate

highly

technical

society.

Boston University is the urban
campus personified, while Northeastern is an academic slum. Best
of all, is Calvin Coolige College
nestled on Beacon Hill behind the
State House.
Breaking out of the academic at-
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rels, freeloaders and lovers.
Anyone who doesn't visit Beacon
Hill and walk through on a sunny
afternoon hasn't seen Boston. This
is the old city, not in the European
sense but in a uniquely American
sense. The history of our Revolution seems to breathe out from the
cobbled streets, brick sidewalks and
Christopher Wren houses.
If you want to pursue the Revolution down its jaunty history, take up
the Freedom Trail at the far corner
of the Common near the Park
Street subway station. It runs
through the city, and along its path
are many of the famed sites of
early America.
The Charles River, though brown
with pollution, has large grassy
banks on both sides and often becomes the playing grounds for
thousands of sun-worshippers and
relaxing students.
Haymarket Square 'every intersection in Boston is a square) holds
the commercial interests of the Hub
to its heart. It is loaded with wares
fruits, vegetables, and some of the
most interesting people in the city.
Park Street and Copley Square
are the shopping areas. Park is the
home of Filene's basement. Some
of the better stores are in the Copley Square area. Newbury Street
is also full of exclusive 'and expensive) shops of all varieties.
Boston is well-stocked culturally.
The Museum of Fine Arts is basically good, and has some fine exhibits, both stationary and visiting.
The Gardner Museum is a great

experience, rather unique and en- sity playhouses, particularly the generally but rock is coming on
joyable. The Science Museum Loeb at Harvard, the Agassiz at strong in the local coffeehouses and
houses an excellent planetarium for Radcliffe
and the Spingokl at Bran- places like the Boston Tea Party.

those interested in the sciences.
Drama does not suffer in Boston,
with the Theatre Company of Boston doing most of the new plays
coming out of New York. The
Charles Playhouse docs the plays
which were shockers in their day
and have become classics. The real
action, howveer, is in the univer-'

Freshman
Assistance

Program
One of the most unique features
cf Boston College is the way it focuses all its attention on its incoming
class for their first year. While
most universities run extensive and
tedious Orientation Week programs.
Boston College uses this important
week as a beginning for one of the
most comprehensive Freshman adjustment programs in the country.
The Orientation Committee, com
posed of members of all the schools
headed this year by Rev. George F.
Lawlor, S. J., assembles an efficient, yet complete, program whereby the incoming freshman is exposed to essential information as
well as a good number of the cultural, athletic and intellectual opportunities of Boston College.
The Orientation does not end after the first week, however. Each
school maintains a program suited
to its own students and their programs.
In Arts & Sciences, there are departmental meetings and a Parents'
Weekend, along with individual
meetings with faculty members and
help with Pre-registration.
CBA maintains a similar program
to acquaint freshmen with the departments; Education assigns upperclassmen to incoming students
as big brothers and sisters; and
Nursing also continues their program throughout the year.

deis.
Music is generally traditional in
Boston, with the Symphony and the
New England Conservatory dominaling the scene. Again, however,
the universities provide a novel relief at times. MIT programs are
particularly good. Folk is dying out'

Boston, then, for all its veneer
of student-aimed salesmanship is,
underneath, a rich and friendly city.
Perhaps its most wonderful quality
is its compactness and its incredible diversity stuffed in so small an
area. Boston is in many ways, a
metropolitan small town.

1. GASSON HALL: A&S Administrative Offices: Dean, Associate Dean,
Guidance Office, and Honors Program; Also, Treasurer's office, Finan-

cial Aids Office.
2. BAPST LIBRARY: General collection and periodicals.
3. ST. MARY'S: Home of the Jesuits.
4. LYONS HALL: Classrooms, Commuters' Council Lounge and Office,

Office of Student Affairs.
in process of renovation.
DEVLIN HALL: Old Science Building
6. FULTON HALL: Administrative Offices of CBA. Dean, Associate Dean,
Guidance Office, CBA Library, Honors Office.
7. McELROY COMMONS: Student Union, so to speak. Snack-bar, Bookstore, Heights Office, Government Office, Dean of Students, Resident
Offices. Director of Student Activities, University Chaplain.
8. CARNEY HALL: Faculty Center for A&S.
9. SOCIAL SCIENCE CENTER: School of Social Work and Depts. of Sciences, Social Work Library.
10. CUSHING HALL: Nursing School Administrative Offcies, Dean, Assistant Dean, Guidance Counsellor. Chaplain, Nursing Library, Infirmary.
11. CAMPION HALL: School of Education Administrative Offices: Dean
Assistant Deans. Guidance Counsellor. Chaplain, Campion Auditorium.
12. HIGGINS HALL: New Science Building: Home of Physics and Biology,
and, temporarily. Chemistry and Geology.
13. ST. THOMAS MORE HALL: Law School.
14. ST. IGNATIUS CHURCH: The University Parish.
15. SOUTHWELL HOUSE: Small dorm named after an obscure English
Jesuit.
lfi ALUMNI HALL: Placement Office is located here.
17. PHILOMATHELA HALL: Bureau of Public Affairs.
18. McHUGH FORUM: Hockey Rink, skating when the ice is down.
19. ROBERTS CENTER: Home of Cousy's "Eagles", ROTC unit, and
Athletic Association.
20. SERVICE BUILDING: Pay traffic tickets here.
21. O'CONNELL HOUSE: Tudor mansion presently being demolished by
residents.
22. O'CONNELL .ANNEX: Home of the Coffee House, and the Night Office,
has a TV room and Pool Tables.
23. CHEVERUS HALL: Dorm, large lounge.
24. FENWICK HALL: Dorm.
2.i. FITZPATRICK HALL: Dorm.
26. GONZAGA HALL: Dorm, St. Joseph's Chapel in basement.
27. KOSTKA HALL: Dorm.
28. SHAW HOUSE: Dorm.
20. XAVIER, LOYOLA, CLAVER: Freshmen dorms.
5.

?
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Middle Earth: good entertainment
Middle Earth Coffee House, located in O'Connell House on the Upper Campus, was opened two years
ago by a small group of students
as a non-profit service organization
to the whole university. During the
past two years Middle Earth quickly gained in popularity and prestige and although only two years old
it was invited by the University to
remain open during this past summer
session.
On weekend nights it provides mus-

The Film Scene
By

DANA BISBEF
Film Critic

Film was an art before it was an but the chance of finding a film worth
In contemporary society the price is good.
cinema is a hot medium creating for The "Hollywood" film, the film with
both the artist and the participant the glossy cast and huge budget, finds
an environment exclusive of time and its tane in the chain of theaters
epace yet exhibiting depth and actu- owned by Ben Sack. The Cheri I, 11,
ality. If any century is to be identified and 111, the Beacon Hill, the Savoy,
toy any art form, then the twentieth the Saxon, the Capri, and the Music
Hall feature most of the big films
century is the century of film.
universities,
such as Har- to come out of Hollywood factories.
Many
vard, BU, and MIT, not only offer Coming up are such pieces as Funny
courses in film study, but courses Girl, and Charge of the Light Brigade.
and degrees in film making. To a Lesser quality but more expensive
small extent, BC is becoming aware films (normal admission: $3.50) are
of the growing importance of cinema featured close to BC at the Circle
i=tudy, tout more on that is to follow. Cinema. The interiors of these theThe city of Boston has a surplus aters are huge, decorative and gaudy.
of theaters that cater to every film One suspects the admission charge is
taste. Most out-of-towners will find to keep the maids in mops. The Circle
theaters prohibitively expensive certainly can't justify charging such
(most often admission will be $2.50) a sum for such hits as The Singing
industry.

Excedrin headaches number five: Orientation Week. "Welcome,
freshmen. Study hard, don't waste time, get in those four hours of study
each night."
McHugh Forum gets hotter each day. That tie-and-jacket you hadn't
worn all summer makes the steam come out from under your collar.
To blow off steam, to waste time, and to escape those (how many?)
hours of studying, take a look at BC's intramural program. If offers a
wide range of exercise and competition to suit most everyone's taste.
; Join the touch football teams being organized this week; the dorm
league, for example, schedules inter-house games and competition for
spots on the Intramural All-Star eleven which annually meets the amateur all-stars from Holy Cross.
This is football season, and if you can escape the clutches of library
and bookstore for a while, head down to the intramural field behind Alumni Stadium for an afternoon of relaxation and good exercise.
If your taste runs more to pick plays and outside jump shots, the
asphalt courts behind McHugh Forum and the varsity court inside Roberts are available. Organized intramural basketball begins in November, but the courts are there for your use right now.
Tennis, anyone can play on BC's four courts located behind McHugh.
Bring your own racket and come early, for the fall tennis season is abbreviated by New England's legendary and tempermental cold spells.
Rule number one on the upper campus seems to be "no ball playing
allowed"
so carry your equipment down the long trek to the lower
campus, or rent a day or season locker at Roberts 122 and change near
the field of action.
There are handball and squash courts downstairs in Roberts, availablemost days of the week for an hour's workout, and also exercise
rooms open for individual students through the intramural office.
For intramural information and scheduling, check with the IM office,
Roberts 228, located just inside the main basketball court from the
Roberts lobby.
?

Nun, and Thoroughly Modern Millie.
The Symphony I and II are the
places to go for fine films. The pro-

gramming at these two theaters has
been altered to incorporate many of
the excellent foregin films which
used to grace the Fine Arts Theater.
The Symphony has played host to
such first-runs as Closely Watched
Trains, and La Guerre est Finie.
Presently playing at the Symphony I
is the highly acclaimed Fifth Horse-

ical entertainment of various sorts:
jazz, rythmn and blues, jug
band. During the week it acts as a
cultural clearing house with plays,
poetry readings, a weekly faculty
lecture series, a regular film series,
and just about anything else anyone
may comeup with.
Open seven nights a week from
7:00 to midnight, Middle Earth subsists on a minimal entrance fee of
25c to $1.00 depending on the night.
No profit is made on the food or
drinks sold.
General Manager Edd Giardina
outlined some of his plans for the
coming year. We will continue the
highly successful faculty lecture series and are this year initiating an
underground film series. Of course,
the music will continue on weekfolk,

ends. Our goal this year is to solicit
much more student participation. We
would like to produce 'more studentwritten plays and movies. We hope
more students will approach us this
year. The key to the year will toe
the Freshmen; we hope to find lots of
talent among them. We'll also be
looking for workers and hopefully one
or two future managers."
Middle Earth runs every ngiht beginning with Sept. 15. On Sept. 18
the Coffee House will sponsor its annual orientation week outdoor concert on Bapst lawn at 7:30 p.m. Drop
down to the Coffee House for a show
with your date, or go alone and try
to pick up one of the waitresses. Or
if there's no show, just drop in for
a cup of coffee and some good conversation.

YOU ARE CORDIALLY INVITED TO ATTEND
ONE OR MORE OF THE FOLLOWING WORKSHOPS.
WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON, SEPTEMBER 18, 1968
Workshop

Art
Chorale
Drama

Conducted by

Place
Nursing I

Sculptor-in-residence

Campion 8

Composer-in-residence

Director-in-residence

Campion Auditorium

man is Fear.

In Cambridge, the film programs
at the Harvard Square and the Brattle usually alternate between Bogart
and Belimondo festivals. But other
good domestic and foreign films do
get their chance. Admission at these
theaters is usually low (around $2.00)
and the Symphony gives a student
discount.
Coming back to the Boston side
of the river, the Charles Cinema
plays host to some excellent films
(War and Peace, The Bride Wore
Black) in an atmosphere comparable
to the Sack chain. Leaving Boston
and coming back towards BC, on
Boylston Street, is the Paris, now a
front for Embassy Pictures Corp. Because of its new affiliation with this
major distrubutor of films and because Joe Levine can now afford to
be "art conscious" in the films he
produces 'e.g. The Graduate), many

fine films will grace the Paris scene.
Film always hasbeen an art, and no
art is ever unchanging. Trends and
experimentation have always been
going on in film in a genre now blatantly commercialised as the Underground. For years the independent
filmmakers, or underground, have
worked with processes and techniques that commercial filmmakers
are now calling innovations. These
independent works are rough, unprofessional, often boring to sit
through, being experimentation for
its own sake. But they are all important films, challenging films, and
some are even beautifully realized
works of art. The Cinema Kenmore
Square is the only major theater
regularly featuring independent films
as the main program. In addition,
manager Roger Stevens features a
midnight program on Friday and
Saturday nights. If you do go, please
tell the fellow taking the tickets that
you go to BC. If you do stay for the
midnight show the walk back to BC
along Comm. Aye. is only an hour and
a quarter long.
A film has been scheduled as part
of the Orientation Week program.
The Umbrellas of Cherbourg, directed
by Jacques Demy and starring Catherine Deneuve will be presented in
Bapst Auditorium at 9:00 a.m. All
Freshmen free at this time wlil be
welcomed to attend. Admission will
be free. Anyone free after 11:00 and
wishing to form a discussion group,
will be encouraged to remain.

The Boston College Library System holds a collection of nearly 700,000
volumes in its eight branches. The prime function of the library system
is service to the students and faculty of the university. There is reference
help available in the libraries, and the staff are happy to answer quesBapst, CBA, Nurstions. There are six libraries on the main campus
ing Law, Science and Social Work.
Bapst contains the main or general collection of humanities, education and social sciences. It also holds the largest periodical collection,
consisting of humanities (languages and literature), social sciences, and
general periodicals. The general periodicals include Life Microfilms collections, the complete Boston Globe and London Times, the Adams Family papers, presidential papers, UN publications, Russian Historical Sources, Hasard Parliamentary Debates, English and American Drama 1500-1800, and Manuscripts.
The Rare Book and Special Collections Department is also located in
Bapst, bringing the total Bapst repository to 380,000 volumes.
The CBA Library, located in the center hallway of the second floor
of Fulton Hall, has 40,000 volumes in the fields of business, finance, marketing and economics as well as all major periodicals and others in the
trades fields and economics and a Microfilm of the New York Times.
The reserve room is on the first floor of Fulton, facing the Cushing Hall
side of the building.
The Science Library, on the first floor of Devlin Hall, contains volumes pertaining to biology, chemistry, geology, mathematics and physics
Its holdings number 30,000 with over 560 subscriptions to scientific journals.
The Nursing Library on the top floor of Cushing Hall contains 17,000
volumes in the fields of nursing and related medical and social fields. It
has subscriptions to over 460 periodicals.
The Social Work Library has just moved into the new Social Science
Building and is located on the bottom floor toward the Beacon Street
side of the building. It contains volumes pertaining to the curriculum of
the School of Social Work as well as related social fields.
?

